3rd Gabrielson Lecturer
By SUSAN CURL
Mark Starr, former Educational Director of the. International
:

Labor Garment Workers Union ,

will present the third* Gabrielson

Lecture, "A Labor Leader Looks at the 1960's". Continuing the theme
of Labor and Management, his lecture , will be given this next Tuesday, March 7th at . 4:00 p.m. He has recently lectured at Harvard
-

,

Yale and Columbia.

was the board chairman fo 'r the Industrial Democracy and Public affairs Committee.
Por ten years, Mr. Starr was tie
President ot the Local 180 branch
of the American Federation of
Teachers. He served , as national
vice-president of that union from
1940 to 1942. Along with these
other ' positions , Mark Starr was
vicei chairman of the Joint • Council
for ' Economic Education and the
Chairman of the Queens County
Newly-fall en snow, ^g littering on familiar pathways, suggests a "Winter Wonderland"
(New York) Liberal Party from
s
1945 t o 1959.
A
Ab a labor consultant for the
OWT, Mark Starr lectured in Britain in 1943 including army camps
in his tour. He was also the chairman to the U.S. Delegation to the
.. _
' - ¦
By ROBERT GULA
Adult Education ' in the United
States", "Labor In America" ; "InKirtley P. Mather, professor of
Few, if any , programs of undergraduate study in the United
dustry In Society" ; "John 'Dewey : geology, emeritus, at Harvard and States offer the student as much freedom as does the January Plan.
Philosopher of Science and Free- president of the American Academy
For many upper-classmen the plan will afford an opportunity for a
dom " ; and*"The House of Labor". of Arts and Sciences, will speak on
Friday, March 10, at 8 :00. p.m. in month of completely independent study. For under-classmen it alGiven--Auditorium;.'.^His-J--topic -:< will lows -a -minimum of four .meetings with faculty.- advisors during the
lie "The Path of Life Through Geol- month. Some students may work in seminars,. others may do laboraogic Time. "
tory or research work, and some I pensate for the loss of class time ?—
Dr. Mather will be at Colby as may just read. The flexibility of were strongly affirmative. There
part of the Phi Beta Kappa Visit- the plan and its emphasis upon in- was the fear that the science and
ing Scholar Program . He will be dividual responsibility make it ex- beginning language courses would
here from March 9 to 11. During cellent preparation for graduate suffer, but the problem is really of
this time he will visit several geol- school .
serious importance only concerning
ogy and biology classes , as well as
Responsibility, just , as it is the the latter, and there will be somespeak . President Stridor will , at his key to graduate study, will be 'the what of a continuation of language
lecture, announce the names of the most important factor in determin- studies during January.
members of/ the class of 1961 who ing the sueoes or failing of the Jan/Io the second question , "Do you
have , been elected to membership in uary Plan. If the students can meet think that the adoption of this plan
the Colby chapter of PBK .
the demands of the plan , they may will be an improvement or a detriThe Visiting Scholar Program was develop an increased . respect for ment to Colby's educational standdeveloped in 1956 to . enable more themselves as students and for ing?" , the percentage of response'
schools to have leading scholars in learning in general . It is difficult to predicting an improvement was
campus activities. More than eighty measure what the long term effects slightly higher.. ' *
visits are scheduled for 1960-61. The of stich a change in attitude would
The third question concerning the
participating scholars are Luther carry over to the regular college willingness of the students to supEv ans , senior consultant in the gov- program. Iri short , the program may port and willingly and wholehearternmental studies division of the result in a more , serious and in- edly participate in the f- program reBrookings Institution in Washing- tellectual student body.
ceived almost unanimous affirmaton , D.C. ; Ross Lee Einney, proIf ,, on the other hand , the stu- tion , 90% of tho responses were posf essor .of- com p ositi on and com poser dents do not respond to tho pro- itively in support.
' .
in . residence at, the University of gram , but use tho month as a vacaGeneral Optim ism
Michigan ; Peter Odogaard, profes- tion , there will still be a great
The gen eral ' optimism of ' tho resDr
Irving
Suss
sor of political science at tho Univ- change in the attitudes of the stuJ
.
N
ponses was a most encouraging
ersity of California , Listen, Pope , dent. Their respect for themselves
sign.
It was also very encouraging
Anton Checkov's "The Three Sisters ", to be produced by Pow- Dean of Yale University Divinity as students and for learning will
to note that tho majority of resder and Wig on March 18 and 19, is the most difficult play under- School ; Wallace Stegner , dir ector decrease. This could probably sot ponses canio from Freshmen . and
of the Creative Writing Center at tho college back many years in its
Sophomores and also ' that all of
ta k en at, Colby in the ^past four , years. The unusual subtlety of per- Stan ford ; and C. Vann Woodward ,
development as an academic insti- those responses reflected a groat
formance required to portray the highly charged ( emotional situations professor of history at Johns Hop- tution of high standards.
d eal o f in si ght , m aturity and gencarry this tragedy far beyond the average demands of serious drama. kins Uni versity ; and Dr. Mather. Th o respon sibilit y whi ch fa ces th e eral concern on the part of tho stuDr. Mather began his teaching students , thon , is more than just
In fact tho students respondCheckov was a* Russian physician who understood the psychology career at the University of Arkansas for th o', succors or failure of tho dents.
ed moro ; conscientiously than did
of tho Russian provincials whom he emotions of sad frusti-dtion that arc and taught at Queen 's Univ ersity, January/ Plan , but in a lar go p art the faculty. .Th ere was also shown
Ontari o,, and Denison boforo joining for direction in which Colby as an
intimately watched as they passed characteristic of the figures in so
a general concern for the school.
the* Harvard faculty , in 1924: . - ' Ho academic community will go in the
,
terrify
ing
much
Jlussian
litoraturo.
a
period
of
An
exthrough , .
Problems : Library
.
has traveled extensively overseas, next few years.
The last question requested a dischang e, A. prolific writer of tho late traordinary theatrical . t echnician , att endin g sci enti fic , educational and
Students Polled
oussion of the possible problems connineteenth and early twentieth con- Chooltov uses symbol with oaso, dol- religions conferences ; as ho is parAs a soquol to last wook's nrfciclo ,
ticularly interested in tho \ social tho Echo distributed a question- corning tho program or resulting
turios , Gheckoy was master of tho icaoy, and impact., .
from it. Horo again tho answers renaire to ..the students concerning tho
Tho pl ay will . b o , presented in im plications of soionoo,
shor6 story and tho vaudeville burflected
a groat doal ' o f concern and
'H o has writibon nurnoi'ous hooks program. Abou t 70% of tho res;
lesque as well as tho more weighty, ,' 'throo-quartor round' '( at: tho Little and arti cles in ohiding Old Mother
thought.. Tho chief ¦¦ problem con,
ponses to the first question — Do
drama, of "Tho Throe , Sisters " cate- Thoatro on campus , in order to pro- Earth , Source Book in Geology, Sci- y ou think th at tho '' overall results cerned tho library. It' was felt that
gory; Ho is\ host ; known for his servo the. intimacy that a Ghdlcov ence in Search of God, nnd Crusade will bo oonsidoablo enough to coin- tho library situation , as it is now
would bo a definite hindrance to tho
play s, whibli havo boon performed pju.y : ."demands. . .Tins ' particular for Life. ¦
, . .. :
..
program
. The chief complaints ooriCenter for Adult Education, Curin countless langua ges through out, modo of presentation makes "it' posPr, Mather has sowed as jprosioornod
th
o lack of study area , tho
Dr, Mather is m. mem ber of
tho world for over JJifEy . years. : A siblo to include tho use of Chookoy's dont .. of the American * Association rently, .
fact that .- -tho stacks aro closed
tho Koyal Geographical Society, tho
Chobkoy foroo in : tho . penetrating double stago wherein action is pre- for tho Advancement of Soionoo and AmoVioan Geographical Society, tho moi 'o than thoy aro , open , and tho
search into tho llussian soul , a sohtcj d tuimiltanoously in tlio . back- tho National Council of ' tho. YMGA. American ' Geophysical Union and fact, that our lihrnjcy would not bo
¦: V "' .' [' ' . ' ¦ Ho was. a founder of tho ' Boston other professional organizations.
/ Continued on Pago Th'fan
process which reveals thoso ' dcop ground and foreground, '
Mr. Starr has worked in the
mines 'in South Wales and has written three labor text books before
coming to . the United States. Here
he found a position at Brookwocd
Harbor College teaching British
Harbor History. Later, he was made
extension director of this institution. He was also the director of the
education department of the International Ladies' Garment Workers
Union from January 1935 to Jan uary 1960.
¦ / ' .'. ' . ,
. He is on the executive boards of
the League for Industrial Democracy ; the Metropolitan Educational
Television Association ; the National
Council on Educational Television ;
the National • Book Commission : the
New York Community College and
the Queens County Advisory Youth
Board. He. was' also a part , of the
executive boards of the Institute of
International Education ; the New
York Adult Education Council and
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Editorial:

Letters To Editor

Fraternity Crisis
I suggested in my first editorial. (February 17, 1961) j that While
part of the student bod y is moving ever faster towards a more academic community, - the fraternity system is remaining static," that it
is, in fact , bound by too much reliance upon outdated traditions, and
therefore unable ' to keep, up with the rest of the student body.
Recent developments within the fraternity system support this
idea. Since J anuary, eight freshmen have officially depledged fraternities, among which are : DKE, DU , PLP, TDT, and Zete. Several
other freshmen have dep ledged , but have not yet notifield the IFC.
This is the greatest number of freshmen to dep led ge in recent years,
and more are expected to follow soon. Inter-Fraternity Council considers this a great enough problem that it has established a special
committee to investigate the causes for the increased rate of depled gingSuch a situation and others related to it ( the efforts of several
fraternities to remove discriminator clauses from their constitutions,
Tau Belt 's consideration of governing relations with its national, Pi
Lam's recent upheaval) are not uncommon, especially at colleges
which have achieved academic prominence. Beta Theta 'Phi at Dartmouth has recen tl y severed relations with its national, because df alleged discrimination by the national " organization. Fraternities at
Swarthmore have been plagued with numerous dropouts, particularly upper classmen , and one of its four fraternities only
freshman during this year's rushing period.

p ledged one

.. More students in the nation's outstanding colleges, Colby among
them , are finding that the social advantages alone offered by fraternities are not enough to compensate for the restrictions which these
organizations impose upon the individual. In this light , the problems
which our fraternity system is now facing take on new significance.
They are difficult problems, created by the increase of conscientious
students. These problems must, however , be . solved if our fraternity
system is to maintain itself as a vital part of the campus, 'and if the
Colby student bod y it to continue its progress toward a more mature
academic attitude.

To The Editor

The Colby Administration endorses liberalism of thought and of activity. Yet this endorsement serves
only to show the hypocrisy of tho
Administration.
Last Saturday a movie, "Gentlemen's Agreement," was shown'here
on campus. The movie is an analysis and criticism of anti-Semitism.
The theme of the movie is applicable to the situation on the Colby
campus in regard to racial and religious discrimination. The problem
of discrimination has never been
brought to tlie attention of tho Administration, although it seems impo ssibl e that th e Admini strati on i s
unaware of its existence.
Th e Ad m ini str ati on continu es to
profess liberalism despite the facts
that ov er half th e frat er n iti es on
campus have restrictive religious

I should thinj- '. they'd best . b e 90% of the quotations,, and half/the
weighing their own bad points letters to tlie editor , in . these six
against their good.'. The basic pages - not otherwise identified are
strength in the intellectual Kennedy the ideas echoed ,by a minute minorTo the Editor :
Administration lies in its ' minds, ity of , anti-fraternity, anti-ihdependAfter a thorough perusal of last but its popular advantages lie in the dent, anti-athletic, anti-administraweek's article dealing with a trans- fact that they are not victims of tion, antistudent body, • anti-anti-inv
fer student from Colby at 'Fisk
tellectual, pro-Colby die-hard underantipathy.
University, I find myself extremely
If the campus "intellectuals" graduates who enjoy being martyrs
disappointed . It seems to me that were more willing to realistically for any cause just as long1 as it
Colby College is guilty of tlie most humble themselves to the ; erasure fails." .
} ¦
heinous-of crimes in connection with of their better and often superciliAnd why not put ii in 8-point
the problem of racial and intergroup ous attitudes toward campus trends caps so it's the same size as your
¦
relations — namely, Hypocrisy.
, .-.
and fight fire with fire , -there; might name, Mr. Editor?
As a student from the southern- be more results .
Mark Albertson ,
oriented border state of Maryland ,
Pledge, Pi Lam
We must face the fact , first' of
I feel that I have some basis for a
all , that an intellectual atmosphere
rational approach to the complex requires the presence of intellecTo the Editor :
problem of racial relations in the tuals. Colby is not a school of inI would like to reply to Mr.
South and elsewhere. It does not
tellectuals, and .for' , that matter, Ketchum's very clever and witty
matter, however, whether I stand neither is Harvard or Yale that inletter of last-week , not so much for
for integration or segregation < in
tellectual. This should be as con- the purpose of convincing him of
this instance. What does matter >is
ceivable as the fact that neither
th at I, along with many people from Harvard nor Yale nor the entire his error (in any view), but to make
my area , and others , find it diffi- United States functions under the clear to other readers who may
cult to tolerate hypocritical and in- complete leadership of your breath- have found Mr. Ketchum 's article
amusing and therefore worthy of
consistent attitudes such as Colby's. ing books and beards.
unquestioned acceptance ' just what
arHow dare Colby allow such an
What exactly have these people of value the ECHO is doing.
ticle preaching toleration to be pubaccomplished on campus ? ("The
For years the ECHO has been
lished in their own newspaper when ones who are still foolish and daring
criticized
as being too "namby-pamat the same time the school main- enough .to start new things to en,
by"
too
much
a calendar of events
',
tains discriminatory fraternities !
ter, worthwhile extra-curricular ac- (isn 't every newspaper this to a
How can Colby reconcile the conflic- tivities
, and to buck the system.")
ting attitudes of liberalism and dis- Their EPIC organization was not certain extent?), and of "saying
crimination ? It seems to me that particularly successful. And their nothing." The ECHO -has been seen
the school has not and cannot do it. basic purpose was . defeated not by by the public relations 'office' and
Colby, as a, northern school , has, a "dogmatic , conforming, perpetua- the . administration , at times, as
what Mr. Ketchum desires , an inin effect , pointed to the South as tive force
," as Hodges calls it , but
an area which breeds intolerance by practical reasoning. Their prim- strument for impressing the outer
and bigotry, while, in its own back- ary efforts and intentions were community. Now the college and
yard , • it harbors seven discrimina- merely the result of screaming, ex- public relations office do this task
tory organizations which comprise temporaneous, pretentious, martyr- quite well. Reading newspapers
nearly on-fourth of the school build- dom. It was they who practiced the from many schools , one is drawn to
ings ! It has given a distorted im- conformity, the dogmatism and the and impressed by those schools
which demonstrate the awareness
pression to hundreds of youth , who, perpetuity on the campus
, not the of issues and a dynamic outlook
"
,
have
never
witnessed
unlike myself ,
supposedly heinous fraternity and Often '
involves
criticism
^hi
s
and
the situation in the South. It has sorority forces ."
The - Colby Echo
courage. However , isn't this type of
channeled the attention of these
had been for the past couple of sempaper a more sincere and valid adstudents into an emotionally-motiv- esters, another living example
of the
ated ; anti-southern, pseudo-liberal "foolish and daring." And they vertisement of what type of educastream . Is it right for these stu- have agreeably produced an insipid tional fervor is being created on a
,
dents to point to the problems of blanched piece of journalism, (if we campus than the type Mr. Ketchum
. . - ,' ' ' .
others when they themselves are in could ever descend to calling it suggests ?
Perhaps
Colby
students either do
the midst of many ? Does Colby Col- that.) It has been merely a weekly
lege exemplify the epitome of per- proclamation and complaint sheet. not agree with particular! ECHO
fection in its treatment'of many stu- Its efforts have demonstrated a re- articles or do not like to think about
dents ? With its fraternity discrim- dundance of betterness bias naiv- the issues raised. In the first case,
,
,
they 'can express, their views and
ination , it certainly does not. And, ete and outright ignorance.
the ECHO will gladly print them .
so I repeat : How dare Colby allow
Most creativity does come from
The ECHO is in this case a stimusuch an article to be printed I
unexpected sources in. the beginIt does no good for the Colby ad- ning. But verbose Hodges has ab- lus, not a dogmatic instrument.
ministration to shout ' that they have solutely no right to imply that only This quality , of stimulation is also
no control over discriminatory frat- his bunch have the divine right to pertinent to the second type "of student. And may I point out that
ernities. The fact is that the college call themselves the
"unexpected the
EPHO is not overwhelmed j with
intermaintains a 51% controlling
sources" and shut out members of
''stimulated"
students.
organizaest in these "fraternal"
fraternities. Each member of each
Criticism
can
be extremely valu'
tions . I only hope that the ''great fraternity is in some way an indivable
to
the
college
as a whole , as
unt ruth ," manifesting itself in the idual. Thoso who really have it in
well
as
being
a
stimulus
to .stu,
,
depths of pseudo-liberalism will them to do to create to cause will
,
,
,
, dents. We are the products
of 'Colcome to a sudden halt at Colby. Un- in spite of the fact that they have
by,
arid
tjbe
faculty,
a
dmi
n
i
s
trati
on ,
til then , tho "Colby family" will re- been nearly eternally condemned
parents
, and trustees need to know
main an extremely narrow-minded, by an opinion which nearly pro,
how we react to the education we
blatantly hyprocritical , disgraceful fesses self-omniscience.
are receiving — and also if we are
society.
True enough , the fraternity sysreacting. Colby cannot progress unDavid Greene
tem can and does cause social presless
it takes the views and attitudes
\—
:
'
sures. Right or wrong, these presof students into account. This does
To the Editor :
sures aro simply elements which huRe Daniel Hodges' letter in the man beings have tb cope with not rhean that these views must be
February 17th - ECHO , in the first throughout their lives. "No man is accepted , or th at th e attitud es m ay
place, the Colby fraternity sy stem an island . But Hodges however not need modification , but it d oes
"
,
,
is a social network. Itg aim , bo it in- has com pl et ely mi sconstru ed its mean , that education must work
t ended or not , is alm ost completely pl ace and position and then elucid- through its student material .'Otherwise,, college education will moan
of the socializing character. The at ed on its "evils."
nothing to students .
the
fraternity house does servo as
' David Columbia
A book entitled Changing Values
college country; club , so to speak.
j
r . ¦ -1
In
Cbllpgo by Philip Jacobs rovoals
In its aggregate, the Colby frater- To, th e Editor :
that
most college stud ents remain
!
nity is not intellectual , or aiming
Th e bl am or affidavit found in th o essentially untouched
, althou gh they
toward tho outstanding oultiiral bet- m asthead of your
"newspaper" —
may
gain
g
r
e
ater
'^kn
owledge" by
terment of the students and college "All opini ons in this n ewspap er hot
the
educational
process
thoy are
oommuruty.
otherwise identi fied are those of the
going
through.
Therefore
, T take it
Sb**nan'y of the ind epend ents, on COLBY ECHO" — could stand
as an en couraging si gn that the
th o other hand , are just that be- some revision.
ECHO reveals a certain segment of
cause they aro just plain social ly
I would like to suggest that the
peoplo who are " 'touched" by this
un attractive. And it is thoy who sentence bo changed to
, "A1J opin- process. Simple accep
tan ce of Colby
are for th o ' most part the horn- ions, includin g ' 75
% of the news. Will not provide for growth indiv,
bl ow ors , tho ' self-styled intellects
idual or collective,
and intelli gentsia around campus,
['d oven venture to say that many
'. Newspapers in 'America havo nevLITERARY SUPPLEMENT
er been instruments of propaganda
of them aro blowing their horns
Tho COLBY EC HO is planning ; as completely as they havo been in
and donning these unimpressive,
a literar y su ppl em en t which Is t o totalitarian countries, When readwell-worn titles muchly for tho sake
bo published later this somostor. , ing such a letter as Mr. Kot'ohtim 's,
of notoriety alone.
Wo hope to bo able to Inoludo ' I wonder whether ho v'thinlcs thoy
i spito of
Thoir ineff ectiveness , ir
should bo P To mc, hi& attitude, one
poems , short stories , and essays.
bhoir persistent whining, is simply
too, widespread on campus ,, is , a
Anyone
wishing
to
submit
conduo to tho, fact that their social
dangerous one to tho , .prognose of
sup
pleme
nt
tributions
for
tho
weaknesses usually greatly outweigh
individuals
shoul
d
sond
thorn
Io
s
tho
Editor
,
thoir strength. 'Unless thoy havo
* colleges , and ddnrioorapy,
Havo
.students
at Colby beoorno
Roberts
COLBY
ECHO, o/o
'
outright ideals of completely renov;
so
stagnant
ahd
unaware
of fights
Union. V\
ating the social laws that govern us
Continued on Pago Five
strictly, and oven more so in Colby, < '%ll» .^_»N»,«-.^»_».-l»_» _»i ^ .»*_»^^ «»i.^l#«>».^ _fc._p>J

clauses and that five of the ten
fraternities have racial clauses. Not
only in the case of fraternities , but
also in the case of p lacing fresh-:
men, the Administration shows its
basic hypocrisy. With the exception
of five , all Jewish freshman men
are placed in rooms together ; and
with the exception of three, all
Jewish students in Averill,Hall live
in four-man rooms.
Our Administration permits this
disgrace, indeed is responsible for
this disgrace ; yet, it does not meet
its sordid challenge, We exchange
students with Negro colleges ; we
condemn racial and religious bias.
However, our adherence to a policy
of downright dis cr imin ation points
out a lack of conviction in our beliefs. Perhaps the problem of tlie
A dmini stration i s an inabilit y t o
rise above the real to a realization
of the ideal.
(Name withh old )

aftf e flfalht} Ertja
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Youn g Democrats .
In the spirit of the New Frontier
the Kennedy administration has embarked on a plan for medical care
for the aged , financed . through Social ' Security. ; This is , we believe,
the most humane plan available
since all elderly people will be entitled to> ' medical insurance without
having to submit to a means test
to prove that they are indigent. It
will also be the most effeciently
run since it will utilize already existing machinery,, whose benefit to
society duruijg the last decade .cannot be questioned except by the
most diehard reactionaries.'
It is significant that the recently
convened \White House Conference
on the. Aging voted , the plan one
hundred and seventy .to ninety nine.
Is this not strong enough proof that
the very people who will be affected
by the plan have, through their
representatives , voiced their favorable opinion of it?
Even such .eminent republicans as
Miriam Folsom, former Secretary
of Health under Eisenhower, and
Arthur Larson , former assistant to
th e Pre sid ent , gave the Democratic
plan their full support. It is generally known in Washington that
even former Vice President Nixon
favored the plan but was slapped
down by Eisenhower who in order to
get the backing of the American
Medical Association for the creation
of the post of Secretary of Health ,
Education" and Welfare Jiad pledged
that his administration would never
support any compulsory plan .
The present "compromise" medical care plan enacted during the last
session of Congress gives federal
grants to match state assistance to
those deemed medically indigent.
It employs a humiliating means
¦
test.
.. '
. ".
: The irony in the arguments of
our opponents is that they don 't
seem to realize, that all schemes
involving the tax funding . for medical care are compulsory, since they
all depend on compulsory taxes. In
the case of the Kennedy plan however , this is where the compulsory
feature begins and ends. Freedom
of choice , of doctor and hospital
have been written into the' proposed
law. Curiously enough, this is more
than can be said for the present
American Medical Association backed plan wherein freedom of choice
is n ot sti pulated, Indeed it leaves
the individual " states the right to
impose any kind of compulsory fea, ~ ¦
tures thoy may wish.
Aside from any objecti on ori social or philosophical grounds , this
plan has exhibited this further defect : It doesn't work ; Most states
lack funds to match the proposed
grants'. Hence only five states have
so far acted. It has not even made
a dent in th e p r obl em of th e f our
fifths of th e . individu als over . the
age of sixty-five whose yearly in-
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Alice C. Shesi
Gail J. Smith
Pamela A. Taylor
Ann B. Tracy
, Janice E. Turner
CLASS OF 1963 :
Mary E. Brown
Jean A. Eielson
Jean Gross
Judith A. Magalhaes .
Laura H. Newman .
Cynthia J. Peters
Sally A. Proctor
Anne M. Quirion
Susan B. Stein
Elspeth M. Stewart
Marjorie R. Walton
C LASS OF 1964: -Patricia J. Downing
Karen M. Eskesen
Cynthia B. Fischer
Barbara A. Flewelling
Sandra Hayward
Anita " Hegmann
Martha- Hinchs
Doris H. Kearns
Heather Macdonald
Suzanne J. Noyes
Patricia L. Orr
' Sally L. Page
JoAnn M. Peakes
Nancy E. Rankin
Susan L. Sawyer
Hannah H. Sewall
Mary Ann Stimson
Janet Stoddard
Dorothy L. Thompson
Continued on Page Five
pendent ?"
Labs.
The science laboratories constituted a fifth problem : "Being sensitive
to the problems with which the science majors will be confronted, I
must point oht that under the present regulations students 'cannot use
the science facilities either at night
or after 1:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon. Having the labs open during
these times will be a prerequisite to
an effective program ."

Curfews

• There is yet one final problem
which has been given almost no attention and yet is one of some significance : it concerns womens' curfews. "Girls' curfews are ridicuulous and unfair! Having to leave
the library at 10 :15 is extremely
bad ; having to break up studying
is a definite disadvantage.
Wo have
¦
•
i
to look at bur watches every 15 .
minutes to make sure we're on
time. We can 't be absorbed in our
work. There's always the' thought
that we've got to be in. "
Thu s in summ ar y we see that th e
students questioned' and found
p robl ems with not onl y the sam e
features that the Echo mentioned
last week but also a f ew others of
high concern : the library, the
markin g sy stem ," the student attitudes , tho labs , and tho womens'
curfew .
The Echo will continue its stand
against the marking system ; it will
try Ho investigate tho library, the
laboratory, and tho curf ew sy st em ,
and it will try td print all new inform ation concerning the ' program.
It will also from time to time featur e a descri ption of a specific program from some department. It
still invit e s lett ers of p ositive or
negative criticism and of further
analysis or comment.
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Comin g Events
At Colb y

comes- are under two thousand dollars.' Although this group has two
to three times more illness than the
rest o f't h e population , less th an
Women 's Division , first semester
one half have' any health insurance.
¦¦
'
Yet . the AMA will soon attempt
1960-61
•' . ' '
to incite the American people into Colby To Take Part In Radio
C LASS OF 1961 :
ah hysteriacl pitch with their cries Program
Christel J. Bachmahn
On Sun d ay aft ernoon , March 6,
of "creeping socialism." If only
Susan L. Bennett
this group would, realize, th at th e Colby College, will broadcast its fi rst
Dorothy Boynton
ferment in medicine costs top much, contribution to "The Maine ColMargaret S!~ Chamberlain
it might go down in , history for lege Review. " The Review is a
Judith A. Dunnington
/
something other than being agahist radio program presented through
Carolyn W. Evans
the facilities of station WGAN in
progress.
Diann C. Geddes
Portland
, and its purpose is to/inGrayce E. Hall
. The basic question before our
country and one which the Confer- form the general public and 'especMartha Hooven '
ence of Aged dealt with , is whether ially prospective college students
Patricia A. Houghton ¦
care has come to be- a basic human about what the Maine colleges are
Wendy E. Ihlstrom
right comparable to food-and shelt- doing. Each school is free to preHarriet W. Lunt
er or whether it is a service pur- sent whatever it wishes during its
Ellen M. McCue
chasable by those with the necessary fifteen minute program.
Barbara A. McGregor
, t
private means. It is clear that the ,, The object of the first Colby show
Iris X. Mahoney
conference gave overyhelming sup- is to tell about some of the peoVirginia A. Murphy
port to the thesis that medical care ple who have come to Mayflower
Jacqueline R. Nunez 1
Hill
to
enrich
the
lives
of
the
memhas become a basic human right , a
Elizabeth M. O'Connell
right which can best be guaranteed bers of our community. Bob Gula,
\
Beverly A. Pearson
not by a reliance on charity, which a sophomore, will interview three
Donna L. Sample
is both morally and economically recent visitors to the campus.^ This
Patricia ,D. Zapp
untenable, but by individual con- group will consist of Dave Brubeck , CLASS OF 1962
tributions via a payable tax during Prof. John T. Dunlop, who delivered
Brenda M. Bertorelli
ones working lifetime, in- order to the year's first Gabrielson Lecture,
Margaret A. Brown
assure adequate medical care for and William Pollard , speaker at the
Rosema,rie A. Carbino
Religious Convocation.
the retirement years.
Janet M. Cole
Colby will present two other proPatricia
A. Doucette
In the election of President Kengrams this spring. . One of them will
Cynthia
B. Dunn
nedy, the majority of American peoprobably > be devoted to music at
Nancy B. Gould
ple went on record in support of out
Colby, and the subject for the third
Janice C. Griffith
plan, knowing full well that the
has not yet been decided. Any sugPriscilla A. Gwyn
President was pledged through the
gestions would be welcomed by Bob
Janet E. Hertzberg
party platform to c'arry it out .
<xula or Mr. Richard Dyer of the
Sandra A. Keef
Our American system has, since
Public Relations Department.
• Patricia J. . Millett
its inception , been endowed with the
Joan Phillips
democratic tradition , wherein the
Winnie
ilium
Pum
Joann
M. Sexton
majority opinion has been allowed
Si
quis
Winnie
Ilium
Pum
(AngN
to flourish. Once again, the AmerJANUARY PLA N
lice Winnie the Pooh) amat , dbmum
ican people have spoken .
Professori s Allen veniat die Solis ad
Continued from Page1 One
We of the Democratic Party
horam 8 :30 post meridiem ad ilium able to accomodate tfye^research intherefore declare war on the AMA
librum celebrum legendum . Amnes volved in the program.
and all reactionary groups which atqui lingua latina vel paulum sunt
Att i tu d e
tempt, and have consistently in the
imbuti amantissime accipientur.
to
thwart
.
for
their
past attempted,
The second problem dealt with
** * **
own special and selfish privileges,
the general attitude of the students ;
Department Teas
the progress of our nation] We shall
it was feared that there would be
The Department Teas, to which
not retreat . We will never give up
too many trips to Sugerloaf , th at
all Freshmen and ' all Senior majors
until justice is rendered to our sestudents would waste their time,
N
are invited , will be held in Smith
nior citizens. This can only be at
that they would not be responsible
Lounge of Runnels Union from 4 :15
tained through the passage of our
enough, that there would be "bedto 5 :30 p.m . These teas give the
plan,
.
lam in jthe library, people loafing,
Freshmen an opportunity to meet
confusion , lack of interest ," that
and ask questions of the faculty
there would be a "mass exodus durand seniors in the field in which
ing the first two weeks and panic
they might be , interested in majordurin g t he la st two ," and that not
ing. At each tea , a member of the
many people would work steadily
department will speak informally
for a month, However, the quality
on the major in this department.
of responses received in regard to
March 8 Modern Languages
this questionnaire may be an indicColby students . who participat- March 9 Business Administration
ation that the students are not as
ed in the work day last spring may March 15 Psychology and Education
irresponsible as they may feel they
be interested ' to know that Rever- March 16 Economics and Sociology
are.
end James Lawson will he the platApril 5 A rt , Music, Philosophy ,
Marking System.
form leader at a conference at the
and Religion
Another
problem concerned the
Rolling Ridge Conference Center on April 6 Biology, Chemistry, Geology
question
of
pass, honors, and fail ;
May 3-5, The conference, sp onsored
Mathmaties and Physics.
the
students
sided' with the stand
by the Student Christian Movement
April 12 History
whic
h
t
h
e
Echo
took last we<3k,
in New England , a group to .» which
April 13 En glish and Classics
stating
that
jus
t
pass and fail
April 19 Government '
the local Student Christian Assowould be sufficient and that the inciation belongs, is entitled "The
'
¦
clusion of honors contradicts the
Power of Non-Violence". The con- Campus Movie
ference hopes to discover the roots
The campus movie for this week- spirit and motivation behind the
of non-violence and its relation to end will bo The Bad Seed starring whole program. Both the students
and the Echo ask tho faculty and
Pat McCormick. ,
•" Continued on Page Six
1
administration to reconsider this
ono objectionable feature of the
FOR UNCHALLENGED
plan .
VALU ES . . . . SHOP
! ' • ¦ __M__. ' ¦
WELCOME TO
'
'
Independence
A
f
o
urth
problem dealt with the
,
"ind ependent" idea of the plan.
"Can the program really be inde-
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and THE REVELIERS
Saturday, March 4 — ¦ 8:30 - 12:30
Cocktail Party ¦ — 5:00 - 7:00
at DEKE HOUSE — B. Y. O. B,

Professors and Students Invited
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Mule Varsity Upsets
Ranking Maine Bears
Using ball control as their slingshot , Colby's cunning cagers
slayed Brian McCall's ranked Black Bears in the last , and what is sure
to be the most remembered of the games played at Wadsworth Fieldhouse this year. It was a stellar team performance which executed
the well planned victory. This year's hoopsters never played with more

poise, more desire, or more skill.

Colby jump ed right into the lead
on two foul shots scored by Dave
¦
Thaxter. Maine countered with 3
points on a basket by Shiner and
a free throw by Chappelle. It surprised almost everyone to see the
Mules employing a close man-toman defense. The Mules regained
the lead on a basket by Swensen
and retained it as Burke, Kelly,
Swensen, and Kinne all combined
to bring Colby's total to IS. Maine
during this time only managed to
score a total of 8 — seven of them
scored by Shiner. Maine called time
out to talk it over.
After the time out , Maine scored
six quick points to cut Colby's now
dwindling lead to a mere digit,
"This is more like it," remarked a
worried Maine fan as he sat back
more comfortably. He moved forward very soon, however, as the
Mules , working for good shots, hitting when they found them, and
playing solid defense , increased
their lead to 30-24, at the half.
"Wait'l . Chappelle starts to hit,"
the disgruntled Black Bear rooter
stated to no one in particular as
he got up to get a hot dog.
Maine took the court for the second half looking very determined
but n ot quite as confident as they
had in the first session. If they had
any doubts as to their ultimate victory, the same probably could not
be said of the majority of the 200O
fans watching ; especially when Larry Shiner opened the half by popping in two jump shots to cut Colby's lead to 30-28. Now was the
time for the Mules to show poise,
not panic. And panic they didn't.
Still playing "control ball", they
worked around the Maine zone looking for the good shot. In this way
they reeled off seven straight
points as John Kelly fli pped in two
field goals and a free throw and
Captain Swensen hit on a jump.
This is what Colby was hoping for.
Although Maine came back with
two consecutive baskets, the Mules ,
with a six point lead showing on
the scoreboard , were now able to
force McCall' s chargers to come
out of their Konq by going int o a
semi-froczo. The somi-froeze was of
course accompanied by shouts of ,
"Why don't you play basketball ,
Williams?" Williams was playing
basketball — winning basketball.

by Kinne and Thaxter , turned the
press to' their own advantage. Time
and again the Mules were able to
find a man all alone under the basket for an easy lay up.
With time running out and a big
smile on his face, Lee Williams,'i ndividually brought Swensen, Burke,
Kinne and Kelly out of the game
to the standing applause of an appreciative crowd. Dave Thaxter , the
only starter who remained in, scored
the last basket of the contest which
ended with Colby on the right end
of the rather routish score of 68-50.
Captain Charlie Swensen played
what must rank as one of the finest , if n ot the fin est , game of his
Colby basketball career. Not only
did Charlie score 14 points in the
game , but he turned in a tremendous defensive performance holding
Maine's Skip Chapelle to only ten
points. Chappelle was so bothered
that, besides not scoring well, he
took many forced and poor shots.
He even had a jump shot slapped
right back at him.
It was a team victory, as the
scoring shows.' Leading the pointgetters was John Kelly with 16, followed by Swensen and Thaxter with
14, and Kinne and Burke with 11
each. Much credit , though, he didn't
fc'core a point , must be given to
General Lee who masterminded the
victory plot. Exuberantly happy after the game , Coach Williams lavished praise on the team saying ,
"This was the greatest Colby team
in five years out there tonight."
Many of the people in the stands
went away with the . same feeling.
intramural

Basketball League
Won
Lost
L.C.A.
5
0
.
D.K. E.
4
1
Pi Lambs
3
1
A.T.O.
3
2
D.U.
2
2
Zetes
2
, 3
K.D.R.
2
3
Phi Delts
2
3
Tau Delts
1
4
Sigma Theta
0
5
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Star right winger , Ron Ryan
picked up two goals and five assists
to bring his season total to an incredible 34 goals , 58 assists , • for 92
point . His linemates, co-captain
John Maguire and Sandy , Boardman, play ing their last games for
the. White Mules, also went out in
a blaze of glory. Maguire flashed
two red-lighters to go along with . a
pair of assists , ' while Boardman
registered his fifth hat-trick of the
season besides picking up a couple
of assists. This line, which is the
highest scoring line in the nation,
truly became a. . "production line"
this season with 213 points on 99
goals and 114 assists.
The., first Jine was ...backed up. -by
the fine defensive ' work of Don
Young, co-captain Harry Wilmerding, and Murray Daley, along with
the steady performance of the second line of Fred Sears, Pete and
Mike Archer.
; The first period saw much rough
action and little 1 scoring as seven
penalities were dished out. Maguire registered the first marker at
the 12:35 mark on a pass from
'
Ryan .
Boai;dman flashed his hat-trick
in the second stanza, with Ryan
and Young assisting on the first and
last , and Ryan alone \working on
the middle one. Art . Chisholm. high

I
$.

1

¦¦ . ' ¦ ¦!

Bachelor Bundle Service

;

E 74A Elm Street

'/

scorer for Northeastern , tallied two.
goals between Boardman's trio.
The ' Mules broke things open in<
the third period much to the delight of the highly partisan crowd
as they racked up five more scoreswith Wilmerding and Sandy Arens
joining in also. ::
Besides Maguire and Boardman,.
playing their last games in a Mule
uniform were Wilmerding, Arens,.
Sears, and Paul Beck.
'

BASKETBALL

Colby ' s slim chances of tyingi
for first place in the State Series ,
were forever washed down the]
drain when they dropped a slop- ]
pily played 57-53 overtime can- j
test to Bates last Saturda y night j
on the victor ' s home court. The]
defeat lowered the Mules State i
Series record to 4-4 but did not ]
lower them from the second spot ]
in the standings . Bates Series re-<
cord
now stands at 4-5. Colby ' s i
I
defeat coupled with Maine 's vie- ]
tory of Bowdoin gave Brian ;
McCall and his Bears the State
] title for the second consecutive !
year.
;
Colby lost the Bates game from !
the
foul line , scoring on only 14]
{
of, 24 attempts.
'

TR 2-5401
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| Custom-made Jaojkets for fello ws
with broad shoulders and small ]
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The Colby College varsity hockey squad closed out its most successful season iri the history of the school as it routed Northeastern . University 9 to 3 at Alfond Arena last Saturday, night. The victory gave
the Mules an 18 and 5 season record , topp ing last year's 16 and 7
mark. Their N.C.A.A. mark this season closes at an admirable 16
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hockey

Intramural Hockey League
Tau Delts
10 points
D.K.E.
8 points
A.T.O.
, ;
8 points
L.C.A.
7 points
K.D.R.
6 points
Zetes
4 points
Phi Delts
4 points
,
1 point
D.U.
Sigma Theta
o points

•

'

freshman

finished their season with a record of sixwise two losses, and a
tie. The record does not tell the
whole story, however, f or the two
losses and the tie all came in overtime games.
A strong Harvard JV team handed the frosh sextet their first overtime loss by a 3-2 margin. The only
other Baby Mule defeat came in a
3-2 overtime contest with Bowdoin.
The Bowdoin defeat was the last
game of the season and Colby was
without the services of star defenseman Jack Mechem who had
sustained a separated shoulder.
Earlier in "the year the Baby Mules
adged out Bowdoin, 5-4. The lone
tie was a 1-1 overtime game with
St. Dom's High School of Lewiston.
The frosh recorded wins over St.
Dom 's, the Bowdoin frosh/ Waterville High , and UNH frosh , Bridgton Academy, and Hebron Academy.
Dave Sveden and Dave Campbell
were the team's leading scorers with
their Iinemate John Choate and defenseman Jack' Mechem not far behind. Don Short at defense and
Bill Anderson in the goal were also
standouts . A . scrappy second line of
Tony Wilkins", Ed Malley, and Jerry
Hollin s, though lacking the scoring
punch of the first line, contributed
greatly to the team's success. Also
seeing action for the Baby Mules
this year were Dave Chase, Ben
Potter , Steve Goldberg, Myron Kazan] iari, Barney Hallowell , and Jerry Zoehler.
The starting six of Bill Anderson ,
Jack Mechem , Don Short , Dave
Campbell , Dave Sveden , and John
Choate, right now appear to be the
most like prospects
for next
year's varsity.

REGGIE'S
STEAK HOU SE
Oakland Road
. Consistent Quality
Colby Special
$1.00
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This f year's,

Mtiles Rip Normeasterii;
Compile 18> 5 Record

team , coached-, by John' Simpson,

i

Colby maintained an 8 point lead
at tho 10 minute mark of tho hal f
and increased this to 13 with around
4 minutes remaining. Maino in despe ration wont int o a ti ght press but
Colby, with cool ball h andlin g l ed
v_!_!_lM!iii_4^i-j^__ji4^
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Help Coming From
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With 6-2-1 Record
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Continued from Page Three
MEN'S DIVISION
CLASS OF 1961
Robert H. Brown •
,
'
David W. Bustin
x
W. Donald Campbel l
Peter V. Denman '.
.
Michael D. Flynn
Daniel L. Hodges
Barry E. Long
John R. Hooper
Francis J. Keough
Robert W. Risch ;
Henry N. Silverman
William D. Wboldredge
CLASS OF 1962

' ,

Gary B. Miles
Ronald K. Ryan
David M. Starr
CLASS OF 1963
Stanton jM. Cramer
Robert Crespi
Modeste M. Diaz
James P. Dolian
Robert T. Emmet
Robert J. Gula
Jon F. Hall .
Brian Gr. McAlary
Byron Petrakis
The Colby College Glee Club combined with the Portla nd Sym^
William M. Withereli
ph ony Orchestra , under the dire ction of Rouben Gregorian ", in, pr e- CLASS OF. 1964
senting a concert Monday evening at the Opera House. Mrs. Ruth
Peter G. Arcanitis 1baritone
and
Pr
esident
Robert
E.
L.
Strider,
Nickerson , soprano ,
,
Isaac D. Balbus
sDavid Greene
were soloists.
Paul L. Marsolini
_ -_.
¦
i
— , — — — — — — - — - _. _ _ _ Richard M. Pious
n >^t rni_ i% ^|. ti h% -^ i -ffc m. » m it ¦n n n
s Lawrence D. Shulze
John H. Sitkin ,
Lawi-ence E. Symington
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R. J. DUNN, Prop.

;

TR 2-MM1

I

TR 2P0727
¦

.

>

' Waterville

'

I

r

! Post Office Square
; Esso Service Center

Maine

Watorvillo

"

¦

¦

V erified Lubrication
| R oad Service
I
i
Tires
and Batteries
Atlas
*

;
INSURANCE CORPORATION '

¦

i

Maine j

i

?

SPRING ST. LAUNDRAMAID
10 Sprin g St.

Waterville

SAME DAY SERVICE ON LAUNDRY
TR 3-3057
REASONABLE PRICES
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BEST SANDWICHES for COLBY STUDENTS \
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AS ADVERTISED IN

"Seventeen"
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Reasonable Prices

>
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The Danish Bulk y Kni t Kit

TEL EPHONE
,

¦

(Back of Levine's, Store on Front Street )

¦¦

,

•

DATSIS LUNCH

; .

.

_

FEDHRAL DEPOSIT

'

'

-

/

Please make arrangements for interviews
throu gh your Placem ent Office. '

.

_

Mwaabcr of the

*

'

¦

.

.-

Water ville
Savings Bank

ARTS

'

,

.

i

OPERATING TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Engineerin g, construction , operation and maintenance of communication facilities. The following companies will be repr esented
on the campus:
;'
N
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company ¦
'New York Telephone Comp any <
Applicants will be intervie wed for other regional operating
1i companies in the United States and Caiiada .

;';¦ '
¦
-

'

_

—^

social sciences
business Administration

¦

_

N ew< Yorker, January 14, 1961..

Opportunities
for Maj ors in

¦*¦ ' ¦
'
> .. .;

-

start warming him up. —- The Toastmaster.
Like "That was a nice job you did on Lovejoy." From the

i

SYSTEM
¦

.

Alton, Illinois , you may remember that the famous abolitionist
editor , Lovejoy, was lynched in Alton . . . A complimentary
remark about a visitor 's home town or state is a good way to

'
i

;

.

-

The greeter or casual host should extend himself a bit in
p robing for common grounds for conversation during the meal.
This may well start with the man's home city. If he comes from

.i

¦

-

Telephone repr esentatives will be on the Campus Thursday, ' ,
March 9th, to discuss employment opp ortunities in the
¦. . ;, ' ' ¦ ¦
follo wing organi zations:
'

'¦

.

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BELL TELEPHONE

" ¦¦v
.

,

___

_ - _ _ _ .__

Continued from 'Page Two
still to be fought by students and
citizens that they want .to read a
com placen t , accepting, and blind account of Colby as p. Utopia achieved
in every Frid ay 's ECHO ? If so, I
think they have derived little from
the very fine education Colby proA valuable and interesting exhivides for them.
bition of Gothic and Renaissance
Yours truly,
Prints is now being shown at the
Jacqueline Nunez
Bixler Art and Music Building and
will continue through March 24.
To The Reader :
/ •
This exhibition of forty-six prints
The Colby Bugle (a six page mim- and two illustrated books of the fifeographed paper published by sever- teenth and.' sixteenth centuries is
al Colby students) stated with re- the first in a series of threw exhibigard to the two letters to the edit- tions which will coyer the complete
or concerning Pi Lambda Phi which history of print-making in Europe
appeared in the ECHO . (February and America. Two major tech24, 1961) : "However it is easy niques , woodcutting and engraving
enough to see how they did get (historically the first two evolved)
printed inasmuch as ,the ECHO are represented. Special attention
Editor and the two alleged authors is given to the major artists who
are not only ranking ECHO staff gave these techniques their particmembers , but are also brothers of ular refinement. These artists
inPi Lambda Phi (who have gone, or clude Durer and Schongauer in
are trying to go inactive). "
Germany ; Mantegna and Pollaiulo
I should like to make it clear that in Italy ; and many other representmy decisions -concerning editorial ing France and the Netherlands as
policy a,re in no way affected by well. Among the institutions
lendmy former affiliations with Pi ing prints for this exhibition are
:
Lambda Phi.
The Museum of Pine Arts, Boston ;
In the . light of the Bugle 's cri- the Metropolitan Museum of Art
,
icisms I should like to clarify my New York ; the Nati onal Gallery
of
editorial
policy.
The BUGLE Ait , Washington ; and the Colby
charged that the ECHO concerns it- College Library .
self with destructive criticisms only,
and asserted that the ECHO should and defined." It is the policy.1 of the
instead offer solutions to the cam- ECHO to suggest areas which may
pus problems. I should think it embody problems, attempt to define <
would be . obvious that solutions to the problems, and then offer soluproblems cannot be offered,unti l the tions to them.
The editor
problems themselves " are recognized

Corner of North & Pleasant Sis. j
W ATER V ILLE
MAIN E '' <

EXCHANGE , INC. fVT
f^HJ
^ TRAVEL & CULTURAL
i ,
CI 5-0594
New York 36; N.Y.

Print Exhibition
Is Being Presented
Through March 24

LETTERS TO" EDITOR

DEAN'S LIST ;
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THE YAR N SHOP
.
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Ohess Hlae$tr& Arnold Air Society
Defeats 27, Ties 3 Takes New Pledges

Chess Grandmaster William Lombard y opened a transcontinental
tou r when he performed here at
Colby, on Sunday, February 26. The
personable , 23 year old maestro of
the chessboard gave a lecture and
simultaneous exhibition at Roberts
Union.
In his talk, Lombardy emphasised
the inadequacy of following set principles about the game, blindly.
Books on chess,, he explained make
many dogmatic statements which in
a given tactical situation may prove
to be entirely false. He illustrated
his point by explaining a game he
won in the 1954 New York State
Championship.
Then Lombardy proceeded with the
exhibition , in which he defeated 27
opponents while allowing 3 draws.
Sue Freeman was the only Colby
student to hold the master even.
Larry Eldridge , former assistant in
the Colby public relations office and
his son Larry, Jr., aged 6 scored
the other draws. Steve Brudina ,
who lasted 53 moves , offered the
longest resistance by a Colby' student.
Over 200 students played or were
spectators at the event , which was
the successor to a similar performance which International Grandmaster Samuel Reshevsky gave here
a year ago.
.
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Harold B. Berdeen

Job , Novelt y & Social Printin g
" We Give You Service
Telephone TP 3-3434
88 Pleasant St.

If , during the past-week, you
have ohserved not only a "Blue
Monday ", but . also a "Blue Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday \ and Friday," don't be too suspicious. This
wearing of the uniform is not an
alert , but part of the . Arnold Air
Society pledging program .
.
Arnold Air Society is a fraternal
organization composed of select
members of AFROTC. The society
was first conceived in 1947 at the
University of Cincinnati . Since'then ,
it has grown in members and stature to. its present one hundred and
seventy - seven (177) squadrons
throughout the United States. The
objectives of the AAS as stated in
its . constitution are to 'advance., air
and space age citizenship; to support airpower and its. role in national security ; to further the purpose , mission , tradition and concept of the U.S.A.F. ; and to aid in
the development of an effective Air

i
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BILL'S

i

FLOWERS For All Occasions

'

Lower Silver Street

\

i

LUNCH

I

" Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

. ¦

!'

|
I

Ii.

', '.
i.

GALLERT
SHOE STORE
51 Main Street
Waterville
Maine
Charge Accounts

Tailors , Gleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
Custom Made Clothes
22 Main St.
Waterville
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ROLLINS-DUNHAM
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COMPANY
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TONY'S
Fab ulous

!
i

W ESTINGHOUSE

J
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HOUSEWARES
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19 Temple Street
TR 1-9814
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Colby Specials
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ITALIAN

SANDWICHES

~~

Open Sunday
¦
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AT THE ROTARY

;

TR 2-9731
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Tareyton deliversthe' flavor...
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LARRY ' S

P H A R M A CY
Prescri pt ions

Waterville ' s Professional
Drug Center
INVALID AND SICK
ROOM SERVICE

Phone

j

HART'S

Waterville

PIZZA

Ii

SCM SPONSORS
Remis , Kenneth Rohbins , Frederick
Sears, Peter, Wadsworth, Herbert , (Jontmued. rrom rage Three
Wainer , Raymond White,/ Charles civil justice , the cold war, . and;New- '
""¦/ ' ¦¦
England campuses. ¦ - . ' - ' '
Williamson:
The Reverend James Lawson has
Upon successful completion of the
beffen
instrumental in the Southern '
'
pledge program , the new members
s
tru
gg
le for civil ri ghts, notably in
will have the opportunity, to enjoy
Nakhville
, Tennessee. He wa.s exmany tangible benefits as well as
pelled
from
Vanderbilt University
the prestige involved.' The society
divinity
school
as a result of his acoffers life insurance at a greatly retion
in
sit-in
demonstrations.
He is
duced rate, along with several an"Fellowship
also
active
in
the
of
Renual scholarships.
conciliation
.
Students
from
Colby
One pr the functions ! of the C.
will be attending this ' conference.
Philip Christie Squadron is the AnIt is open to all students, and those
nual Military Ball to he . held March ¦interested
should contact Sally Mor¦ ¦¦ ¦
41. This year's ball promises to' be
:¦ -;
rill. ¦ ¦ ' . :; ¦ .
the biggest and , most glamorous of
all. .. The 'festivities will evolve
around this year's theme "Journey
into Space." Music will be provided
by Al Corey's- renowned band , and
Friday - Tuesday
there will be an abundance of reBob
Hope and Lucille Ball
\
freshments. Some of the ' highlights
•* \ •
' ' ' .¦ ' ' '
.
.
,
m
will be songs by the Colby. Eight
and Colby-ettes and the crowning
"The Facts of Life" |
of the queen to reign over the fesWednesday
tivities. Invitation s have been sent
| Clark Gable and Marilyn Monroe I
to many military organizations in
the area , and the entire Colby student body is cordially invited to at'The Misfits "
tend.
.. -

*
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156 - 158 Main Street
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Service - 1 Hour Service
For your convenience will deliver

Flo 's Greenhouse
TR 2-8913

i
|
|
>

-__-___—--____--¦___-_¦_¦¦.
*ano_o____-_--kimk_ _--_

Force Officer.
Colby is the home of the C. Philip Christie Squadroti, commanded by
Major John Whitehead,. other members are : Capt. Carl Stieler, Lt.
Robert Wright, Lt. Edwin Gow, Lt.
Bruce Turner , Lt. Samuel McCleery,
Joseph Wright, Allston Weller ,
Harmon Withee and Donald Legro.
The candidates now participating
in the pledging program are : David
Bromley, Edward Buyniski, / Carl
Caito, Richard Cote, Timothy D akin , Frederic Green , James Johnson , Ralph Kimball , Bruce Law,
Robert Metzler, Gordon Moog, Eobert Pierce , Rodney Pierce , Justin
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TR 2-2182

Night Calls TR 2-7732
113 Main St., Waterville , Maine

DICK'S PIZZA

Across from the Post Office

TR 2-9720

Free Delivery after 7 :00 p.m. !
!

GIBBS
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Here 's one filter cigarette that' s really
diffe rent !;'
¦
*

Glbbs-tralned coll ege women are in
demand to assist executivqs in every
field. Wri te Collo ge Dean about Special
Course for Colloge Women. Ask for
GIBBS GIRL S AT WORK.

KATHAR BNE GIBBS
SECRE TARIAL

BOSTON 16, MASS. . , 21 MnrlbdiouRh Street
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. . . .230 Pntli Avonuo
MONTCLAIR , N. J. . . . 33 Plymouth Street
!
I I. , . . 155 Anaoll Street
PROVIDENCE 6, .
¦¦MMHlMNMMUIilWMMV
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The difierence is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter ' of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL , definitel y proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together ' with , '
a pure white outer filter-to balance the flavor elemenls in the smoke. .
Tareyton delivers— and y smenjoy—the best taste of thc best tobacco s' ,
\
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Pure wlii te_oiitcr filter
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